
Right now, I can think of nothing as important, yet, 
at the same time, more unimportant, than survival.
I hope it ceases to be a priority, as if surviving were 
nec essary  rst in order to live later. (Experience has 
shown, however, that allegiance to survival kills life 
as surely as work destroys creativity. )

The point is not to neglect survival entirely - how 
could we - but to reverse the perspective so that 
survival becomes a consequence of the will to live 
rather than the condition for it. The way in which 
health issues are being approached now suggests a 
certain awareness of the claims of living.

For a long time illness and the fear it inspired gov-
erned health. In the struggle against the torments 
that endlessly assailed it health was a matter for 
witch doctors, healers and physicians. Every illness 
set o   a system of panic and alarm that men of sci-
ence encouraged whenever they inter vened to al-
lay its e  ects. But now it is obvious to most people 
that the doctor�’s curative power and his arsenal of 
chemicals are often ine  ective, even harmful, if pa-
tients are not energetically committed to wanting 
to live, moti vated not by a refusal to su  er but by a 
will to enjoy them  selves to the fullest.
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OUTLINE FOR AN ALCHEMY OF THE SELF
From �‘The Movement of  the Free Spirit�’ (1986)

The Creation of the Self

There is no eternity save that which lies at the heart of  the present mo-

ment, in the unfettered enjoyment of  the self. Although each of  us starts 

along the path as a whole, living being, intending to return just as we were 

when we left off, we become completely lost in a maze of  wasted time, so 

that what returns is only a corpse of  our being, mummified in its memo-

ries.

The striving of  humanity after survival is a saga of  child  hood bartered 

away for decrepitude. This sacrifice was an investment in a social-improve-

ment society which is now on the verge of  bankruptcy. The sole consola-

tion of  the age is that the prospects of  this racket are now distinctly short-

term, and that consequently we are all obliged to look sideways at our 

wretched existences, so utterly devoid of  any real pleasure, set in eloquent 

juxtaposition to the riches attainable if  only we were to embrace the por-

tion of  life that has been driven underground.

I know of  nothing more odious than the commonly accepted formula that 

calls for everyone to renounce his life in order to save it; yet I am delighted 

that, because of  the increasing difficulty of  subsidising survival, a new 

awareness is slowly emerging. It is based not on collective work or the pov-

erty of  selfish ambition, but on their oppo site, on the invitation to become 



oneself, to create one  self  by creating the terms of  one�’s own pleasure.

While contemporary history is writing the last chapter of  survival - using 

all the appropriate platitudes - the end of  the twentieth century is prepar-

ing to discover the unexplored territory of  life that lies right at its feet. In 

a few decades I am sure that it will be as normal to enter into the won-

drousness of  being alive as it is to go pick mushrooms. It is, therefore, all 

the more astonishing that the greatest passion within the heart of  man has 

never had an official existence.

Paradoxically, the Middle Ages seem closer to us, in their demand for im-

mediacy, than the period that ex  tended from the Renaissance to the 1960s, 

when every generation seemed to delude itself  about its future his tory: 

well-being was the carrot that it dangled in front of  itself, on the stick of  

future progress.

The virulence of  ecclesiastical propaganda showed that many were less 

interested in heading toward heaven or hell than in compulsively satisfying 

their natural desires. This was fortunate except for the fact that hedonism, 

strained by the manipulations of  the Church and the threat of  the stake, 

was less concerned with the public emancipation of  conscience than with 

epicurean pleasures, which are sold off  today at the price of  merchandise 

and devalued labor.

I have tried here to pay homage to the alliance o fplea sure and lucidity 

by rescuing from darkness and silence those who celebrated true life in 

a time when lies about its nature proliferated along with the violence of  

the re pressed, even though they sometimes were responsible for their own 

powerlessness and succumbed to the corroding effect of  contempt, caused 



by their feelings of  obvious superiority over the Christian herd and its 

guard-dogs.

The century in which God and Marx have finally died while burying their 

own dead must give these individuals the recognition they are due. But we 

must beware the hounds of  heaven who are still yapping at the gates of  

this ideological debacle. It is no longer possible simply to re-it errata Free 

Spirit ideas, because the dominant language has changed its vocabulary, 

and, with the collapse of  reli gious power, God has been eliminated, ex-

creted through a cleansing purgative, only to be replaced by ideas that are 

even more constipating, and made of  the same fecal mat ter. More impor-

tant, because the elitist attitude stems from alienated thought, all thinking 

bears the indelible imprint of  survival. The idea that reliance on the lucid-

ity of  the few will lead to the freedom of  all is so ingrained in new forms 

of  slavery that the leaders are worn away up to their knees or even higher, 

revealing their true nature as truncated men. 

There is no other guide to the emancipation of  all than the individual will 

to live, creating around itself  the con ditions of  its victory over the absolut-

ism of  death on the instalment plan.

Alchemy is, fundamentally, a process that hastens the puri fication that 

nature itself  supposedly carries out, trans  forming base metals into noble 

metals, symbolised by gold. That it originated in the sacred knowledge of  

priests suggests that it derives from older practices. Telling in this regard is 

the concern for unity, as exemplified in the androgyny of  alchemical mar-

riage or in the inseparability of  the transmutation of  metal and that of  the 

alchemist himself.

In the hands of  the sacerdotal caste, alchemy expressed the esoteric will 

day after day with the constraints of  work and money, by escaping the 

age-old snares of  fear and criti cism, and by freeing ourselves of  the various 

trappings that anchor us to the old world.

Each individual is his own fate. It is impossible to pre  meditate or predes-

tine my fate apart from the surges and the undertows of  my will to live. 

This, at least, is what I intend to bet all my chips on. But who cannot claim 

to harbour some of  those shadowy black figures that lead one to the stake? 

Bewitching elements of  survival control even the gestures that exorcise 

them. The space and time al  lowed for life is very limited. Yet nothing can 

stop me from searching out that strange crowd of  people who inhabit the 

shadows of  the scaffolds, the darkness of  prisons and factories, the secret 

places of  the city, or the forests from which the Papagenos and Papagenas 

have yet to emerge. It is they who have lived and are still trying to live by 

forsaking the imperatives of  survival. That crowd is a part of  us, and lives 

within us. To hear their voices we need only listen below the vain cawing 

of  death. 



tolerate anything but itself, has absolute power to trace from the heart the 

only worthwhile path of  destiny.

This oneiric project, in which everyone will take part, is the only reality 

that can authorise humanity to turn the world upside-down before it is 

crushed by its absurdity. There seems to be only one way to break down 

the stub  born resignation with which so many people continue to desire 

and venerate that which kills them. Communica tion must be established 

between the seeds of  life pres ent everywhere and nourished - as plants are 

nourished by green thumbs - by the intensity of  attention each indi vidual 

gives to the refinement of  his own pleasures. The philosopher�’s stone is 

at the heart of  the experi ence of  love, recalling humanity to the life from 

which it has been separated by the economy. It is there that the body learns 

to abolish guilt and discover innocence. It is there that the fragmentation 

into mental and physical principles is overcome, for the hand devoted 

to sensuality and the intellect devoted to the sensitive consciousness of  

pleasure share in the alchemy that Gustav Meyrinck describes as inverting 

understanding: introducing that of  the body into the mind and that of  the 

mind into the body. 

There, finally, in outline, is the universe of  the gift. It is not the sacrifice 

implied by the law of  exchange, but love of  the self  emancipated from 

individualistic selfishness and its exclusive appropriations; self-love that is 

enriched by what it offers.

Yet the trials of  survival - the negative - are so numer ous that it takes an 

absolute love of  life, if  not an irrational and mad conviction , to reach the 

heart of  love. To arrive at oneself  one must begin with oneself. And this 

can hap  pen only by leaving behind the senseless struggle of  con  tending 

to appropriate the essence of  the heav enly economy: the metal-standard 

of  exchange, the sym bol of  spiritual supremacy and a major advantage for 

the conduct of  earthly affairs! 

Just as religio is mythic unity substituting for the unity of  human develop-

ment in its natural setting, so the Ars manna of  the priests of  exchange 

usurps the rights of  an alchemy in which man draws on all his component 

elements - min eral crystals, vegetable sap, animal urges - to create a hu-

manity capable of  humanising the whole of  nature.

True alchemy is the transmutation of  elementary forms of  life into human 

life. From it will emerge the civiliza tion that will supplant the barbarous, 

primitive culture of  work. And I think there is no better indication of  this 

than the amount of  fervent attention surrounding birth and babies.

We are only just now realising that bringing a child into the world is no 

longer simply a matter of  reproducing intellectual and manual slaves. A 

new consciousness is developing that sees every birth as the early stages of  

a cre ation that needs to be perfected, of  a life to be saved before the closed 

universe of  commodities stifles it in the pol  luted air of  profitability.

What was the source of  this idea of  supposed ontolog ical suffering, this 

notion of  life-as-difficulty, which herds of  philosophers constantly flock 

to for inspiration? No doubt, it came with the stasis, known as the need 

to survive, that requires the creation, simultaneously, of  quotid ian routine 

and self-fulfilment.

A creation that bears the mark of  alienation is like a bruise to the very 

soul, leaving a lingering melancholy that pulsates through the most suc-



cessful artistic achievements. Even though art has come to stand for life 

- after having usurped the place reserved for genuine creativity - it still 

reminds us of  gratuitous pleasures; but only when that art triumphs in the 

marketplace does it escape the contempt that the standard of  profitability 

reserves for every missed chance to make money.

The ultimate disgrace is aptly revealed in the title of  �“Creator�” applied to 

a God who has created from his own substance a universe in which his 

creatures, deprived of  his resources, begin in a state of  total deprivation 

and prog ress toward nothingness. A desert valley irrigated with tears is 

a rather pathetic creation. It is not difficult to under  stand how the men 

and women who tried to establish a paradise on earth, here and now, saw 

themselves as superior to God.

The Materia Prima

The movement disguising itself  under the clerical name of  the Free Spirit 

traced, beneath the filaments of  everyday life, a path more secret and less 

tolerable than the alchem ical magistracy and its degeneration into the 

genesis of  the work of  art.

From the beginning alchemy was based on a funda mental deception. To 

see this, one need only consider that the materia prima, the raw material 

it claimed to transmute, was exclusively mineral : the most inert of  the 

natural elements, and the most easily exploitable. Such conceptual pov-

erty could have arisen only from the alienated thought of  the sacerdotal 

blacksmiths, priests aping the God they had fathered, the sovereign Spirit 

that raised the base products of  a denatured nature - stone, lead, copper, 

rely on the predominance of  desires emancipated from their inversion 

in the market. Either we will all perish in the increasingly debilitating 

quest for profit and prestige, or the primacy of  pleasure will destroy work 

through creativity, exchange through the gift, guilt through innocence, the 

will to power through the will to live, anguished satisfaction through the 

natural rhythm of  pleasure and displeasure.

A wager is set. At stake, on the one hand, is the ten dency to abandon the 

best for the worst; on the other is the hope held out for the transmuta-

tion of  the individual id. On the one hand: self-contempt, the virtue that 

the slave takes pride in, and that lets him give himself  over to some  one 

else - politicians, priests, doctors, psychoanalysts, thinkers, institutions, 

governments. On the other: the art of  pleasure, patiently loosened from 

the grip of  death. The movement of  the Free Spirit asked the question at 

the historical moment when the market process was just beginning to ac-

celerate. The end ofthe twentieth century will hear the answer in the final 

implosion of  the machine that removes what is living from the individual. 

But in the words perilously wrung from the language ofGod, and in the 

words derived today by a life that has no recognised meaning, there is the 

same cyclone of  pleasure that sweeps through history with timeless vio-

lence. The quest for a love discovered in the pure material of  humanity is 

the basis for the universal measure of  a radically new society.

The world has merely changed in accordance with the laws of  economics. 

The time has come to create a world in accordance with the hannony of  

pleasures. In its most orig inal form, the movement of  the Free Spirit uses 

the proto plasmic energy of  life12 as the basis for its magnum opus. This 

consists of  the transmutation of  the materia prima - the id - which is led 

through successive purifications, to a fusion in which pleasure, unable to 



Refined Love as the Basis for the Creation of a
New World

The totality of  love is contained in the love of  life; the cor ruption of  one 

entails the corruption of  the other. Since nothing is more incompatible 

with economy as love and life, their shared fate condemns them to unfulfil-

ment, and millenarian opinion regards them as ephemeral. In the order of  

things - which is the inhuman fate of  a human ity composed of  producers 

and buyers - life and love do not, and cannot, exist.

Yet the world seems to be changing course. Not be  cause it is fearful, or 

hopeful, of  the Last Days. Nor is it due to revolutionary upheavals, which 

- even to those who thought they were leading them - were never more 

than the permutations of  a changing market. The collapse of  our civili-

sation and the denaturation of  the earth are suddenly �“elsewhere�” and 

�“once upon a time�” for all who refuse to rot in the decrepitude of  profit-

ability and competitive power. If  life is welling up and is threatening the 

laboriously programmed routines of  the thousand daily dead, it is because 

survival can no longer contain it under the weight of  its deception.

The pleasure of  living, as we should know from chil dren, no longer has 

to assert itself  by paying tribute to the rhetoric of  its failure. Despite all 

the old oppressions, love of  the self  - as revealed in childhood and in the 

renewed awareness of  lovers - radiates a power for which industrial power, 

gathered into nuclear radiation, would be its fatal antithesis. For this rea-

son I take the demands of  love to constitute entirely, at all times and in all 

places, the sole alternative to market society.

Either the economy will succeed in submerging the liv  ing, or society will 

iron - to the dignity of  gold. In the same way, the heavenly spirit allowed 

the heap of  vile, corruptible matter that constituted the body to bask in its 

aura of  everlasting life. But in the unity of  the living there is only human 

mat ter; and by human I mean humanised and dehumanised at once, in the 

certainty and uncertainty of  choice, in appeals to profitability and their 

rejection and in the confusion of  darkness and light.

To the extent that one can indeed speak of  an enlight enment advanced by 

the movement of  the Free Spirit, it lies in having pointed up the similari-

ties that exist between the materia prima and the fractured sensual body 

- the body held in check by the rule of  the mind, condemned to unpredict-

able and compulsive moments of  release, the very image of  life turned 

inside-out by the permanent jolts and turns of  death.

This natural chaos is fostered by all societies, whether civilised or primi-

tive, that are governed by the spirit of  power and profit, and this chaos is 

the raw material of  an alchemy of  experience, which anyone could mas-

ter. It is the primordial element that needs to be gradually refined until it 

becomes the philosopher�’s stone. When the stage of  �“perfection�” is finally 

reached, the permanent creation of  the self  gives life to whatever it touch-

es.

The initial act is to recognise the materia prima, the material of  one�’s 

pleasure, freed from whatever conceals it and controls it. All the supporters 

of  the movement of  the Free Spirit insisted that life meant life immediately 

present. There was no hell, no resurrection, no Last Judg ement, no divine 

overseer, no secular power. They were not interested in religious, philo-

sophical or political quarrels; social confrontation interested them only 

when it opened the door to absolute emancipation. Realising that God had 



been created in the image of  their alienation, they abandoned the great ex-

ternal, productive subject, whose spirit signified servitude and tyranny, and 

made themselves earthly gods in the ceaseless flux of  a universal attraction 

they called love. To pass, through love, from the frustrated nature of  desire 

to the untrammelled freedom of  re-created nature - this was the project 

they shaped during those centuries shut off  from the progress of  history. It 

is now resurfacing as the only alternative to the collapse of  the economic 

system and the bankruptcy of  the underwriters of  survival.

Living matter in the state of  sexual exuberance mani fests itself  among 

human beings inversely to the amount of  power they have in the social and 

economic organisa tion. The disregard, even contempt, in which women, 

children and simple people are held by vir economicus is sufficient indica-

tion of  their blithe inadaptibility to the functions of  government. Woman 

- except as mother or as pure object - is lascivious, useless and harmful, 

and arouses a horror of  the feminine affecting even that part of  femininity 

which male worshippers of  the patriarchal and celestial menhir repress so 

thoroughly.

The anchor of  misogyny plunges deep into the waters of  the origins, into 

the primal and sexual dampness so essential to the alchemical project. 

Floods, swamps and sap stirred by the moon are the natural settings in 

which the body is formed, the cosmic womb wherein it is nour ished before 

some natural ebbing of  life drains it dry.

Simple people are the volatile fluid of  the social body. Do they not behave 

like women and children, needing to be led with a firm hand and punished 

for their own good, to save them from their natural tendency to stupidity 

and brutishness? When clerics - who are now known as �“intel lectuals,�” 

and the denatured nature that he had wrought would thus be transcended 

by a subjectivity which by transforming itself  would come to be the mean-

ing of  a universe restored to an ever-expanding life.

The true lesson of  the indifferentia, or apatheia, which so offended Uber-

tino of  Casale is simply the need to lose all fear and all respect for the 

society of  survival in order to pursue one�’s own fulfilment as a microcosm 

with every chance of  living life to the fullest.

What seems to have militated against the Free Spirit movement, judging 

by the testimony we have, was its tendency to intellectualise. This pitfall 

awaits whenever mystified consciousness is delivered up to the scalpel of  

theoretical criticism without likewise suffering the dev astating critique of  

a life lived without restraint. Today we may legitimately assume that the 

only proper way to deal with the negative (apart from residing in a thought 

which, no matter how acute, remains alienated, and therefore equally 

negative), will be found instead in-a vitality capable of  dissolving the nega-

tive drop by drop. In fact it is not the battle against the negative that has to 

be won, but the triumph of  life over a dying society.

Only those things that strengthen life can defeat every  thing that corrupts 

it. The laughter that destroys the seri ousness of  all authority and the gift 

that sweeps away the fundamental value of  exchange both participate in an 

al chemy of  the self  whose crowning glory is love, the phi  losopher�’s stone 

in which existence comes back to life and genuinely creates itself.



fishmongers . . . ). The vagrancy for which the clerics criticised them was, 

in fact, an endless amorous quest, a move from one place of  pleasure to 

another.

Their search for an authentic experience of  life was the basis for a critique 

of  outward appearance, what would now be called �“role�” and �“spectacle.�” 

In the name of  the freedom of  nature, refined through amorous relations 

or �“spiritual marriage,�” Quintin of  Tournai and his friends rejected the 

cuider, the mythical representation in which all people are bound, in spite 

of  themselves, to act as eco nomic beings rather than as beings of  desire. 

Similarly, nudity, when not used as an expression of  Christ�’s obsti nate 

miserableness, as in Francis ofAssisi or Jacopo ofTodi, expressed contempt 

for the social representation attached to clothing. The nudity of  Giles of  

Canter was a renewal of  the innocence of  childhood, so that the world 

could once again be ordered along the lines of  satisfaction, not the param-

eters of  duty.

Unlike the self-hatred in which the mystics abased themselves to the 

greater glory of  God, the conception of  �“poverty of  spirit�” propagated by 

the movement of  the Free Spirit implied a relinquishment of  the econo-

my�’s hold, with its congested and self-destructive pleasures, its imper atives 

to power and profit, its overall pollution of  the mar  ket. To free oneself  

of  socially inculcated ignorance, of  a whole science based on individual 

unhappiness, is to start down the path closed off  by the economy: that of  

Bai savoir, of  understanding through the pleasure principle.

The movement of  the Free Spirit espoused an arnor fati, not to be con-

fused with fatalism, which made it in cumbent upon everyone to embrace 

the will - mistakenly described as �“divine�” - which lay within them. God 

because they take pride in the alienation of  the mind rather than in the 

alienation of  the body - treat such people as satyrs, brutes and monsters 

scarcely emerged from animality, as a natural chaos destined to be domi-

nated, ordered and purified by the combined intelligence of  God and his 

clergy, they are making the Church into the agent of  a kind of  alchemy. 

The divine magistracy transmuted the lead of  the vulnum pecus into a 

pontifical aura. The process, both spiritual and material, was in  vented by 

the perverse intelligence ofSatan and his hench  men - those who refused 

to pay tithes and adhered to heresy - transforming the gold of  Rome back 

into lead by involution. Surely this represents an absolute recognition, in 

the myopic gaze of  orthodoxy and its inseparable twin , heterodoxy, of  the 

materia prima, the natural matter in which the human and the inhuman 

are intermingled.

But, contrary to the viewpoint limited to God and the devil, which reduces 

the game to a winner and a loser, as in the horse race or rat race found in 

market civilization, everyone can enjoy a sensual freedom that slips away 

from the iron grip of  priests and all other authority. The idea that everyone 

has an irrepressible right to follow his desires and enjoy to the fullest what 

little life he is given evades absolute repression, because those who have 

been blinded to their own bodies by the light of  

the spirit do not under  stand that life carries on where it began, beyond 

good and evil.

The movement of  the Free Spirit emanated from the materia prima of  life 

as much as it escaped the grasp of  the ecclesiastical and secular authorities. 

Its consciousness was rooted there, through an alchemy in which nothing, 

in the end, is any different from what it was already in the beginning, as in 

the proposition Hyppolytus of  Rome attributed to Simon the Gnostic: �“All 



earth is earth, and it does not matter where you sow. The promiscuity of  

men and women, that is the true communion.�”

The Athanor

For the athanor of  the alchemists - the furnace in which the materia prima 

was refined - there is one primordial location, revealed yet secret, tangible 

yet invisible, near and distant: the body. The body, enslaved and fragment-

ed by the spirit it contains, with God�’s help is little more than excrement 

from on high. The body, without which noth ing exists, is reduced to noth-

ing by an existence that has been reduced to thought. The body, called �“the 

prison of  conscience,�” in its all too rare raptures of  sensual enjoy ment, is 

the very conscience that seizes hold of  pleasure and undoes the knots of  

dissatisfaction, the only con  science in the universe in which we are always 

present. For the body is the fire, the crucible and the raw material of  indi-

vidual and collective alchemy.

The locations of  the earth and the body are kept secret lest celestial 

damnation overtake them. These sites are especially secret both as sites 

where the quest for pleasure is initiated and where forbidden pleasures are 

unleashed through the desperate rage of  its inversions. The fire of  death 

masks the fire of  life, the passion for destruction covers up and replaces the 

passion for creation and for self-creation.

The economy flaunts itself  in the full light of  day that, ultimately, re-

veals nothing but the economy in all its var  ious manifestations. Sensual 

pleasure, however, as an ele ment that cannot be reduced to the economic, 

remains occult, shrouded in night, condemned to the underworlds of  inti-

ensuring the minimum needs of  survival involved questionable means. 

These included the financial support of  parishioners (probably used by the 

Amaurians), mendicancy (Margaret Porete, the Beguines and Beghards), 

theft, embezzlement, improper solicitation of  legacies (the friends ofJohn 

of  Briinn, the community of  Schweidnitz), personal support of  rich mem-

bers (the Men of  Intelligence, the Loyists, the Alumbrados), vari ous forms 

of  opportunism (Quintin ofTournai), the exploi tation of  women (John 

Hartmann) - all strategies that modern revolutionaries, whether contemp-

tuous of  work or not, have sometimes deigned to use despite the eman-

cipation they extolled.

Similarly, the rejection of  all constraints, although con stantly reiterated 

in Free Spirit discourse, aroused some mistrust when it was accompanied 

by the elitism that harboured the old separation of  the spirit, the alleged 

superi ority of  intellectualism. Fortunately the disappearance of  feelings of  

constraint, guilt and fear usually sprang from a sort of  irrepressible exuber-

ance of  life.

In its radical conception - when it does not demand humiliation - the prac-

tice of  voluntary poverty challenges having, as impeding the freedom of  

being. The money that was solicited, panhandled, found or stolen by the 

commu nity in Cologne was neither saved nor used as capital: it was used 

to binge on food and drink, �“sent into eternity,�” accompanied, if  neces-

sary, by its previous owner if  he argued that it was still his.

Beneath their cowls and rags, the Beguines of  Schweid nitz wore delicate 

underclothes (confiscated from the nov  ices). Concerned that their in-

dulgence in luxury might be found offensive, the Loyists wore garments 

of  rich silk made to look like work clothes (those of  plasterers, roof ers, 



enjoyment with nothing expected in return? Abandoned factories will one 

day be transformed into creative workshops capable of  supplying life�’s 

desires with whatever material support - no matter how luxuri ous - they 

might require.

The most radical element of  the movement of  the Free Spirit had to do 

with an alchemy of  individual fulfilment, in which the creation of  a supe-

rior state of  existence (the all-important �“perfection�”) was achieved by a 

gradual re linquishment of  the economy�’s hold over individuals.

There is ambiguity in the meaning of  relinquishment, as there is in the 

meaning of  perfection, sometimes under  stood as a state of  fulfilment, 

sometimes as permanent self-creation. In communities where the Cathar 

perfects exploited the masochism of  the novices (like Cologne or Sch-

weidnitz), relinquishment implied ascetic trial. But the idea that a happy 

life had to be deserved, had to be earned by submission to restraint, makes 

happiness a sort of  com pensation, a release that is its own negation. This 

much is evident: one of  the surest laws of  the corruption of  plea  sure is the 

law that claims to satisfy sensual desires by ini tially discouraging them. All 

too often, the will to rid oneself  of  the old world only led to the inevitable 

repro duction of  the mechanisms of  the market society and its divisions 

of  power, to the point that a genuine emancipa tion was not possible. But 

even if  their actions were questionable, followers of  the movement of  the 

Free Spirit identified, with remarkable lucidity, all that is negative: work, 

constraint, guilt, fear, money and possession, keep ing up appearances, 

exchange and the striving for power.

If  the healthy rejection of  work did not explicitly derive from a wish to 

create the self  and to create the conditions for self-enjoyment, the task of  

macy and interiority.

The economy pretends to cast light on everything that is obscured by dark-

ness. Yet the tyranny of  the market does not see through to the vitality that 

negates it, but it does see the part oflife that it negates through repression. 

The only secret place it knows and recognises is the attic where whatever 

is useless or harmful to the reproduction of  power and profit is carelessly 

thrown, including its own outdated forms and archaic religions. Its loca in-

festa are haunted by ritual orgies over which the hydra of  femininity rules; 

thus, it assumes that every man has within himself  a dark recess where he 

sequesters �“inadmissible passions.�”

From the market viewpoint inwardness - necessarily suspicious, since 

anything concealed is by definition inad missible - exists only as inverted 

exteriority7 and is the seat of  frustrations, desires, satisfied or unsatisfied, 

that have been hidden away in the anguish of  remorse, peni tence and 

moral decay.

This curse, which is shamelessly accommodated in the deepest recesses of  

the heart and mind, is surely identical to the hell of  ignorance described by 

the Amaurians. The remark frequently attributed to the movement of  the 

Free Spirit - �“What the outward man does cannot sully the inward man�” - 

surely also gives to the athanor its function of  dissolving and transforming 

the world of  mercantile objectivity, the hostile world outside man, into the 

sub jective and the living.

Alchemical language was not essentially motivated by a desire to keep the 

profane at a distance, any more than the misappropriation of  religious 

terminology was designed to ward off  suspicion, as the inquisitor respon-



sible for repressing the Men of  Intelligence believed. How could occult 

meanings be given to key words in common usage, paralleling and mock-

ing the official meaning - paradise sig nifying �“innocence of  pleasure,�” I 

ben charity meaning �“make love to me,�” ecstasy implying orgasm - with-

out including devotional books whose meanings could be un derstood quite 

differently?

Words shifted their centre of  gravity. They became guided by a different re-

ality - not the reality shaped by the economy, but the reality underlying the 

living being. Beneath the prevailing stream of  words, used by the major ity 

to proclaim that power was the only reference point, ran a living undercur-

rent: original sexuality, the cosmic womb where freedom was gestating, the 

subjective con sciousness where body and spirit came together in the unity 

of  each orgasm. The appropriation of  language is both the labyrinth and 

the Ariadne�’s thread that lead to the heart of  life, to the latencies that wait 

to be born in each of  us, and which economic necessity paralyses and cor-

rupts with its universal negativity and its fundamen tal inhumanity.

 The Negative and Its Treatment

The whole of  survival is centered on negativity. It is real ity reduced to the 

perspective of  the market, a reality that runs out the course of  its history, 

from alpha to omega, according to a fundamental imperative - an impera-

tive that, in its mythic conception, is called �“God,�” and, ac  cording to the 

ideology of  industrial societies is called �“economic necessity.�”

Through its denial of  the human and its inversion of  human growth this 

negativity creates a dialectic of  death in which every life becomes the noth-

with which the younger generations greet the political masquerade, the 

blackmail of  war and insecurity, the manifestations of  authority, racist and 

sexist attitudes, expressions of  con  tempt, and the inflexibility imposed by 

the worship of  the militarised commodity market, the foundation of  our 

wonderful civilisation.

As for squandering one�’s last energies in an attempt to reintegrate oneself  

into the misery of  work, or walking willingly into the trap of  a computer-

ised social world, these choices must be left to those irretrievably condi-

tioned to poverty. For the rest of  us, a good watchword would be: �“The 

minimum of  survival in the service of  a maximum of  life.�”

The unavoidability of  negotiating the meshes of  the commodity system - 

the necessity of  obtaining a modi  cum of  money - should only encourage 

us to exploit to the hilt whatever facilities offer themselves that can help 

us get the time to pursue the pleasure of  belonging to our  selves and the 

pleasure of  creating.

While it may be temporary, a solution that allows sal aried workers to take 

more leaves of  absence, or that lets unemployment money go toward keep-

ing a garden, seems a better use of  the national debt than investing in a 

slug gish economy or subsidising a school for criminals by allo cating funds 

to an army that seems more useless and absurd than ever.

If  life was able to resist the oppression of  a sovereign economy, it can 

surely triumph, today, over an economy that is falling into ruin. And if  the 

need to survive threat ens modern cities with something as ancient as fam-

ine, why shouldn�’t the revulsion provoked by a system of  profit  oriented 

inhumanity encourage the foundation of  its abso lute opposite: immediate 



fullest.

The idea of  vitality also makes no sense if  the fears accompanying the 

preoccupations of  survival - finding enough money or credit to get food, 

clothing and a place to live - do not give way to a dialectic of  life, to the 

de mands of  desires rooted in the heart, to an existence that reveals its 

uniqueness. This uniqueness lies in the exuber ance in which positive and 

negative, pleasure and displea sure, harmony and discord throb with the 

rhythm of  life until, out of  breath, they run their course. But it is an end 

that has nothing in common with the death that governs the society of  sur-

vival, whose withered state is the distinct sign of  both beings and things.

Everyone, without exception, is an alchemist, distilling his own substance 

at every moment. But the magnum opus is inverted and corrupted: the best 

becomes the worst, cre ativity becomes work, the richness of  being dwin-

dles into possession, authenticity turns into appearance, agony be  gins at 

birth. The millenarian incitement to produce one�’s own unhappiness has 

so thoroughly impregnated the world of  the imagination that everything 

from art to daydreaming consists of  negative scenarios, doomed love af-

fairs, inevi table failures, inevitable obsolescence, bitter victories or bliss in 

ignorance.

The only way to remedy the lassitude brought on by survival is through 

a treatment, focusing on negativity, that uses alchemy to rid life of  the ef-

fects of  survival, radically remaking the human from what is most human: 

namely the search for pleasure.

The construction of  a nature emancipated from the mechanisms by which 

it is denatured can be seen in the laughter and amused incomprehension 

ingness to which it was doomed initially. This is why history illuminates 

with the light of  despair, why emancipation gives rise to new forms of  slav-

ery: the law is that ofdecline, gradually brought to an absolute limit by the 

boredom of  perpetually begin ning again. So many philosophical tears have 

been shed since a wrong turn sent human evolution from its creative path 

toward the necessity of  work! So many fools have wept over the inexorable 

human condition, over the prof itable deception that calls destiny a dead 

end!

After 10,000 years of  lamentation and a few years of  bankruptcy, which 

are every day confessed and counter  signed, it may occur to late twentieth-

century conscious  ness that the true meaning of  destiny is to create life 

and increase its enjoyment, not to accumulate devalued money, boast 

about the impotence of  power and produce an ever  growing volume of  

misery.

The alchemical unconscious, which is inseparable from the earliest human 

experiences of  flux and change, inher ent in the sense of  change heightened 

by the use of  fire and the pleasures of  love, is still dominated by a nostal-

gia for permanent creation. Moist heat allied with dry heat slowly sepa-

rates base metals from their impurities, clari fying them until an element of  

pure life appears, which purifies and vivifies whatever it touches. Although 

iden tified with the struggle of  each moment from which spring both the 

luminous contagion of  the philosopher�’s stone and the elixir of  youth, I 

do not see the pursuit of  plea  sure as any different from that which occurs 

in early child  hood. The wish to take possession of  one�’s body and to feel 

better and better in it, until even one�’s every thought and action is directed 

to the practice of  happiness - this is a wish that seems all the more pre-

cious as we come to realise the worthlessness of  so many empty ventures 



whose accounts have been tallied by death and wasted existences, brilliant, 

obscure, stupid, intelligent, royal or slave - one following another in a rep-

etition of  the same motives.

The gods are the absolute negation of  life. The only gods are the gods of  

survival, just as our society has no other axiom but the economy. This is 

why divinity and its off   spring claim to see, hear, touch and experience 

as if  they were pure positivity, the unique reality, the only move ment in 

which each element becomes its contrary, the absolute cycle where being is 

reduced to nothingness. In spite of  our best efforts to avoid bathing twice 

in the Same stream we find that it does not really matter since all waters 

flow from the same polluted source. This is the sad mix of  jubilation and 

dismay to which the whole philosophi cal discourse of  humanity has been 

reduced. It is hardly surprising, then, that people merely have to express 

their bitterness to appear lucid.

The identification with God demanded by a number of  the advocates of  

the movement of  the Free Spirit indi cates the traps that await anyone who 

fails to break away from the lure of  economised existence in its claim to be 

the sole mode of  existence.

According to John Hartmann, the author of  Sister Katrei, self-deification 

made Sister Katrei, Gertrude de Civitas, even Quintin of  Tournai into 

God and devil, good and evil, ubermensch and untermensch, coincidentia 

oppositorum, dominant world and dominated world: nothing more and 

nothing less than the totalitarian universe of  survival, real ity reduced to 

universalised exchange.

To proclaim oneself  God is fatally to inherit his lie or, if  you prefer, his 

authoritarian truth. To behave as master of  things and creatures (compare 

with Hartmann and Sis ter Katrei), dismissing all guilty conscience regard-

less of  one�’s actions, is to pledge allegiance to the artificial pro cesses of  

denatured nature. That sort of  behaviour - which Sade and Nietzsche 

would justify as they did all strate gies of  revolution - is to the project of  

the fulfilment of  life what the charlatanism of  the gold blowers was to the 

alchemical magnum opus. The stuff  of  deified being is not made of  metal 

but consists merely of  power whose leadened weight has been gilt with the 

superficial bril liance of  freedom.

Right now, I can think of  nothing as important, yet, at the same time, 

more unimportant, than survival. I hope it ceases to be a priority, as if  

surviving were nec essary first in order to live later. (Experience has shown, 

however, that allegiance to survival kills life as surely as work destroys 

creativity. )

The point is not to neglect survival entirely - how could we - but to reverse 

the perspective so that survival becomes a consequence of  the will to live 

rather than the condition for it. The way in which health issues are being 

approached now suggests a certain awareness of  the claims of  living.

For a long time illness and the fear it inspired governed health. In the 

struggle against the torments that endlessly assailed it health was a matter 

for witch doctors, healers and physicians. Every illness set off  a system of  

panic and alarm that men of  science encouraged whenever they inter vened 

to allay its effects. But now it is obvious to most people that the doctor�’s 

curative power and his arsenal of  chemicals are often ineffective, even 

harmful, if  patients are not energetically committed to wanting to live, 

moti vated not by a refusal to suffer but by a will to enjoy them  selves to the 


